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Home Truths Foreword

Housing is fundamental to all of our lives because the need for shelter is one of our most 
primitive instincts. And yet today, housing is also one of the most complicated areas of 
public policy because it is interwoven with our health, education and our future.

Over the past few months I have made a series of speeches covering a wide range of 
housing related subjects and in the process I have set out many of the policies we will be 
taking into the General Election.

I have considered it vital to ensure that these proposals do not simply adhere to the 
status quo or pander to pressure groups and industry lobbies. Instead they have, I hope, 
revealed an altogether bolder plan to solve the current housing crisis by presenting a 
clear and progressive direction for housing in this country.

The challenges are enormous:

This government’s reliance on top-down Whitehall-driven and regional targets has • 
created a system which removes local responsibility from satisfying housing need and 
encourages NIMBYism (Not In My Backyard) instead.

As a result fewer and fewer homes have been built, meaning that is has become • 
harder than ever to get a foot on the housing ladder; with the average first time buyer, 
without access to the ‘bank of mum and dad’, now 37 years old.

And if house building overall has suffered, then this government’s track record on social • 
housing has been even more disappointing with only half as many social homes being 
built on average each year than under last two Conservative Governments.

Meanwhile, in our towns and cities waiting lists have soared from 1million to • 
1.8million families and the number of people (and particularly children) living in 
temporary accommodation remains stubbornly high.

Those fortunate enough to live in affordable housing are much less likely to enjoy • 
real freedom of movement, with a lack of housing mobility which is damaging to 
individuals, families, the wider economy and society. 

An emphasis on design has led to some better housing, but the creation of well • 
laid out neighbourhoods still leaves a lot to be desired. With regeneration still being 
something that is done to you, rather than being led by you and your community.

The challenges are immense and my six speeches are not meant to be an exhaustive list 
of solutions. Instead I hope they present a starting point for serious debate about how 
localism, community empowerment, the use of open-source information, the recognition 
of aspiration and an understanding of the importance of tackling climate change – can 
all offer a new direction for this nation’s housing policy.

 Grant Shapps MP
Shadow Housing Minister



SPEECH 1 

Decent  

Neighbourhoods

Progressive Conservative Government will regenerate 
deprived communities and inner-cities

LOCATION: RIBA, London. DATE: 1 September 2009
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A Progressive Conservative Government will focus on regenerating 

deprived communities and inner-cities. 

In 1994 I stood as a candidate in the council elections for the Borough of Brent. 
My ward was dominated by the notorious Chalkhill Estate. Built in the late 60’s, 
the design was based on that of Park Hill in Sheffield. 30 high rise ‘Bison’ built 
blocks linked by ‘Walkways in the Sky’. 

Fresh faced and enthusiastic, I started at the very top of each tower and made my 
way down knocking on every door as I went. I don’t think the tenants had ever seen 
a politician standing at their front door before – and certainly not a Tory!

One day I came across an elderly man who had lived in his sixth floor Chalkhill flat 
since it was built. “The milk float used to come up in that lift and then drive along 
this Walkway in the Sky to deliver bottles to my front door”, he explained as we 
chatted in the draughty walkway outside his flat. And there it was. For the briefest 
of moments I fleetingly recognised what the architect of the Chalkhill Estate must 
have had in mind as he sketched out his utopia in the sky.

Contented tenants, living in harmony with ‘Walkways in the Sky’ making it easy 
to drop in on your neighbour three tower blocks away for a cuppa, without even 
needing to walk down to street level first.  Heaven! Actually, as we all now know, it 
was more like hell.

Those drafty ‘Walkways in the Sky’ quickly became convenient escape routes for 
criminals. The smell of urine in the lifts was sometimes so overpowering that it was 
preferable to walk up dozens of flights of concrete stairs.

Anti-social behaviour later forced the open design and easy accessibility to be 
replaced by buzzer entry systems and walkway closures.

As I canvassed any resident not too nervous to answer their door, I was left in no 
doubt that this experiment in modern living had comprehensively failed.

And by the eve of poll I was busily posting what might be one of the most unusual 
election leaflets of all time through one-thousand-nine-hundred front doors. It read, 
simply: 

“Vote For Me On Thursday And We’ll Begin
Knocking Down Your Home On Friday.”
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This was one of Labour’s strongest wards in Brent. No Tory had ever made 
inroads. I didn’t win either. But, “I’ll help demolish your home” turned out to be a 
surprisingly popular message. At the election count that night, I had missed out by 
just 100 votes.

Great design alone is not the answer 

Those tower blocks have now been demolished, but the problems both there 
and in many neighbourhoods run much deeper than the architecture alone. Our 
attachment to the place in which we live is – for the most part – guided by just two 
factors:

1. The architecture of the built environment in which we live, and…
2. the sociability, or otherwise, of the people we call our neighbours.

Combine these two factors and we can estimate - with some confidence – how you 
feel about the place in which you live. Let’s try this out. Ask yourself; 
What does your house, your neighbourhood, your area look like?
And what are people who live around you like? 

Good neighbours and a pleasant built environment leading to a high quality of life? 
Or anti-social locals, poor design and a miserable place to be? The big problem is, 
for the most part, that these two factors have been dealt with in near isolation. And 
the outcome has contributed towards the construction of some deeply dysfunctional 
communities.

The role of design is now widely recognised

Of course many of you have been calling for a greater emphasis on design for a 
long time and more recently there has been a general recognition that design plays 
a major part in determining quality of life. A huge amount of work has gone into 
creating better housing and public space. Organisations like RIBA, CABE and others 
have often been at the cutting edge.

Indeed in 1997 Labour engaged some of the world’s best designers and architects 
to improve the quality of public housing and public space. Lord Rogers and the 
Urban Taskforce brought out important reports detailing regeneration and rescue of 
our inner cities. And a small number of brilliant, glistening, new estates represented 
a new hope for future development led by great design.

Progress has been made and I’ve seen it for myself as I’ve toured around the 
country over the past two-and-a-half years visiting hundreds of different housing 
projects. 
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Most have been impressive; introducing cutting edge elements to design out anti-
social behaviour.

Ingenious architectural devices intended to remove opportunities for anti-social 
behaviour. Special materials which assist a zero tolerance approach to graffiti. 
Simple things like brighter lighting and strategically placed CCTV cameras have 
made a difference.

And as I walk around these 21st Century developments the creativity, design, 
thought and innovation that has gone into regenerating these places is certainly 
impressive.

But problems still remain

And yet I suspect that all too often these brave new estates and regeneration 
schemes may fail when the gloss comes off. Indeed on other days I visit places 
already displaying the tell-tale signs of neighbourhoods in decline. 

Broken beer bottles reveal the all too familiar story of the night before and create 
a hazardous path to the local shops. Discarded shopping trolleys with their bent 
caster wheels lodged as an obstruction against the apparently forgotten recycle 
bins. 

And most worrying of all; a group of youngsters – no more than perhaps 13 yrs 
old – who should surely be in school, aimlessly hanging around as if waiting for 
something or someone to inspire them. 

Complex, intertwined social problems

What all this demonstrates is that design – no matter how great – won’t cut it on its 
own. That, unsurprisingly, some of the problems in Britain today are too deep and 
complex for architects to fix single-handedly.  

As my colleague, David Willets, pointed out a fortnight ago – the number of 18-
24 year old NEETs – not in Education, Employment or Training - has risen to a 
staggering 1 in 6.

As Chris Grayling recently revealed, the level of violent crime in Britain has risen 
by 70 per cent. And as Theresa May warned just last week, Britain faces losing 
another generation to worklessness unless urgent action is taken to tackle youth 
unemployment. 
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These issues of social breakdown are enormously complex and it has perhaps been 
too tempting for previous Governments – including Conservative administrations – 
to try to generalise solutions; finding it easier to identify or even blame a specific 
group, than to propose solutions to complex social problems.
 
As the outstanding work of Iain Duncan Smith’s Centre for Social Justice has now 
proved beyond doubt, tackling these growing social divides cannot be done in 
isolation. 

So a progressive Conservative government will intuitively be driven by the 
knowledge that we can no longer afford to ignore the implications of Broken Britain.
 

The policy mistakes

And yet the mistaken belief that there is a single solution to complex problems 
has become a hallmark of the government’s approach. If the health service isn’t 
working, then the single solution is to pump in vast additional sums of money. Yet 
lack of reform has ensured that much of that new cash is wasted.

If education is failing our children a raft of targets is supposed to automatically 
drive up standards. But instead, the number of 16-year-olds leaving school without 
five good GCSEs since 1997 has reached a staggering 3 million. 

So complex problems can never be tackled with one-dimensional solutions. And 
yet in housing the approach has also been to spend money, set targets and ask 
questions later. 

A case in point is the Decent Homes Programme. Some £33bn has been spent on 
improving the quality of existing houses and we can all acknowledge that this has 
brought much-needed improvements to many. 

But unfortunately this rather blunt, target-orientated approach directed by Whitehall 
hasn’t taken account of what really matters to people on the ground. And so the 
programme relies on numerical outcomes rather than human ones. And these 
figures are popular with Ministers who enjoy boasting about the number of… new 
front doors fitted, for example. 

But a new front door won’t improve life for families who are too afraid to walk out 
of it. And a new fitted bathroom is not going to clean up the local neighbourhood.

So the Decent Homes Programme has focussed on internal housing standards, but 
we’ve already demonstrated that what makes a place work is the quality of the 
overall environment which stretches well beyond the boundary of any property. 
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Progressive Conservative solutions 
to building decent places to live 

So the direction for the next Conservative government is clear. We understand that 
both the homes and the places we live in affect every aspect of our lives.

Our health and our children’s health; • 

Our job prospects and our children’s educational achievement;• 

Our chances of being a victim of crime or even committing a crime. • 

My experience in Chalkhill left me in no doubt that the quality of design and build 
of our homes is critically important. But I’m also clear that you can’t ‘do’ great 
design to other people.  

Instead we must find ways to empower local residents to exercise more direct and 
effective control over the decision-making process that builds decent communities.

Because all the evidence shows that when people have a real stake in, and take 
ownership of, the future of their neighbourhood – their community benefits and so 
does quality of life. 

So we will encourage the kind of approach taken by the Joseph Rowntree 
Foundation, advocating the creation of partnerships with residential communities 
to create effective and lasting regeneration of disadvantaged housing estates – 
with the outcomes stretching far beyond each front door. And we will work with 
pioneering Housing Associations and Local Authorities who demonstrate that they 
are not just in the business of building boxes for people to live in, but that they 
have a genuine appreciation of what it takes to regenerate a thriving community.

But perhaps more important still, we will send a signal to every struggling 
neighbourhood that instead of sitting tight and waiting for bureaucrats to come to 
the rescue, we will actively back local groups who demonstrate a vision to improve 
the place and community they call home.  

So a Conservative Government will give local people unprecedented new power over 
the future shape of their own communities. We have already described how Local 
Housing Trusts will enable communities to grant themselves planning permission to 
enhance or expand their existing rural neighbourhoods.

Today I can say that where there is overwhelming support, we will provide the 
means for street level initiatives to be used to kick-start the regeneration of tired 
estates and inner-city areas, enabling people to take back control of their own 
communities. Instead of regeneration flowing down through a series of complex 
quangos and layers impenetrable bureaucracy, we will encourage power to be 
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exercised at the very lowest levels of local government, by which I mean Parish, 
Ward, but also street level in order to force faster change directed by the very 
people it will most affect.

The emphasis will shift decisively from just creating Decent Homes to generating 
Decent Places to live. With Enquiry by Design and Charrettes used to ensure 
that residents and designers work intensively to draft solutions which ensure that 
citizens ‘own’ their future neighbourhood right from the outset.

Conclusion

As a nation we can no longer afford to ignore the huge social divide that has built 
up between communities that function well and those where the inhabitants are 
struggling to simply survive. 

But history has taught us that well meaning top-down solutions often take too long 
to deliver. And we don’t believe that residents who are exasperated by the place 
they live in can wait any longer – so we’ll provide the power and resources to effect 
urgent change directly to residents and communities to exercise locally – even at 
street level.

The next Conservative government will be impatient to see dramatic progress in 
transforming our deprived estates, and forgotten inner-cities. Our belief is that local 
people will be instrumental driving that change.
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“Reading Grant’s account of his experience at Chalk Hill in Brent reminded 
me of how the last Conservative Government responded to the challenges of 
Stonebridge Park - an equally challenging estate nearby. The residents voted 
to set up a Housing Action Trust, on which they had strong representation, to 
transform the estate - and it worked. This was not a top-down approach, but 
one which engaged the residents at every move. They felt ownership, in a way 
they never had when the estate was first built.

“I know Grant will want to drive forward similar solutions, should he have 
the opportunity after the next election. I admire his energy and progressive 
policies”

Rt Hon Sir George Young MP
Housing Minister 1990-1994.



SPEECH 2 

Nation of Homebuilders

A Conservative Government will turn Britain into a Nation 
of Homebuilders.

LOCATION: Conservative Party Conference, Manchester.  
DATE: 7 October 2009
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The Labour Record

12 years in power…• 

10 Housing related Acts of Parliament…• 

9 Housing Ministers.• 

…I’ve faced 4 of ‘em

But what’s the result of all that upheaval?

Fewer homes built than at any time since the 2nd World War…
With more repossessions..
Fewer First Time Buyers…

And nearly twice as many families languishing on the housing waiting lists. And 
when it comes to selling your own home they’ve introduced that pointless red-tape. 
The Home Information Pack. I’ve said it before… I’ll say it again…

HIPs are History under the next Conservative Government. And Gordon Brown 
could be the first to benefit - when his removal van pulls up outside Number 10!

Pro-Sustainable Development

But today let’s talk about the big picture… Because you and I know this country 
needs more homes. Homes for our children and grandchildren. But we also know 
that the top-down, Soviet style, Labour approach to housing just isn’t working.

So we’ll scrap the unelected Regional Assemblies, abolish the Regional Spatial 
Strategies and dump the pointless Labour housing targets.. Because if they haven’t 
delivered by now … they never will.

Housing Solutions

So how are we going to become a nation of homebuilders?

Well let’s start by giving people something in return for development. When your 
community builds more homes, we’ll match pound-for-pound the extra money that 
your area gets through council tax for 6 years. And the more ambitious you are – 
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the more money your neighbourhood will get. Imagine the results? Better services… 
reduced council tax… at last, residents actually getting something positive out of 
growth!

Putting Communities Back in Control Rural

But you know what I think is really crazy?

Ministers spending all their time banging on about bigger housing targets… And 
yet when a community actually wants to build, they’re often told they can’t. Take 
Essendon in my own constituency of Welwyn Hatfield…

One evening I went along to the village hall to hear how worried locals are about 
development. Perhaps they would tell me about the insanity of the government 
insisting 15,000 new homes are built, whilst axing the major services at our local 
hospital?

But no. These villagers wanted to discuss creating homes for local families in 
desperate need. They couldn’t understand why Government policy actually prevents 
them from redeveloping a load of asbestos-ridden, post-war, rotting bungalows. 
Locals wanting to secure the future of their village but the system… Quangos…
red tape stopping them. And it’s a story I’ve seen repeated across the country. And 
that’s why – for the first time – our Local Housing Trusts will give people the power 
to expand their villages by up to 10% over 10 years.

Sheltered accommodation for the old… affordable homes for the young… 
supporting shops, schools, GP surgeries. People at last really shaping their own 
communities.

Putting Communities Back in Control Urban

But I don’t want the principles of Local Housing Trusts just to be a countryside 
thing. Our towns and inner-cities must benefit too.

Earlier this year I visited the Penrhos Estate. A place where anti-social behaviour 
once was rife and the quality of life poor. But one woman wasn’t prepared to see 
her community decline any further. 

Joyce Thomas got the residents organised… battled bureaucracy… harried 
officials… and eventually – against the odds – injected new life into the place 
Residents joined together to regenerate their neighbourhood. They were inspired 
by Joyce.  So was I. It’s precisely the kind of social action at street level that really 
works! 
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You know, Joyce is one of Britain’s do-ers. And there are thousands like her all 
over the country – hundreds in this hall. But so often you have been ignored… 
overridden… and discounted by this government. And it’s time to put you in 
charge. So if you have a vision to regenerate the place you call home… forget 
waiting for bureaucrats from-on-high to ride to the rescue…

We’ll back your street level initiative; help you regenerate your area, and empower 
you to reclaim your neighbourhood.

Progressive Tradition

So incentives and planning reform to build more homes…
Local Housing Trusts allowing villages to flourish…
Towns and inner-cities regenerated from street level…

It’s progressive stuff. But in housing we’ve always been the progressive party. 
Harold MacMillan built 300,000 homes for heroes every year. In 1967 it was Iain 
MacLeod who set up the homeless charity Crisis. 

Margaret Thatcher and the Right to Buy, realised the dreams of 2 million new 
homeowners.  It was Sir George Young as Housing Minister in the 90’s who helped 
to create 90,000 affordable homes – even in the midst of a global recession. And 
isn’t it great to have Sir George back.

Progressive Future

Today we continue that progressive tradition:

Individual and social responsibility;• 

Trusting and empowering people and their families;• 

Recognising and rewarding aspiration.• 

Fine words… but what do they actually mean?

Let me tell you… we won’t be playing it safe - instead we will be offering bold 
plans to deal with the big problems the country faces. So under Conservatives, 
social tenants who want to relocate for employment – or just to be closer to elderly 
relatives – will be able to take advantage of our Right to Move policy. 

And our Foot on the Ladder scheme will provide an equity stake for great social 
tenants to cash in when they move out, freeing up a home for a family on the 
housing waiting list.
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It isn’t just about moving up or out. As compassionate Conservatives, we recognise 
the importance of social housing and the security it provides. We will protect and 
respect the rights of social tenants.

Greener

But how about the challenge of climate change?

In just a few years time all new homes will be zero carbon. But no one seems to be 
talking about the 25 million homes that are already here… They account for over a 
quarter of the CO2 emissions in this country… And they’ll still be standing halfway 
through this century. So we will quickly introduce the Green Deal to ensure that 
every home can spend up to £6,500 of greening up their home immediately.

The Green Deal will lower emissions … reduce energy bills… tackle fuel poverty… 
and help to protect our planet.

Density / Garden-Grabbing

But protecting our environment also means looking after our green spaces. And 
here Labour has got it wrong…

That’s why we’ll ditch this government’s obsession with concreting over the 
countryside and stop them deleting our green belt. They’ve introduced national 
density targets leading to a glut of 1 and 2 bed flats, but resulting in a shortage 
of family homes. So we’ll scrap their targets… dump their diktats… and end their 
nationwide stack ‘em high approach to housing.

And whilst we’re at it… let’s end garden grabbing too.

Nation of Homebuilders Conclusion

Because all these things take power away from local communities. This government 
doesn’t trust people. But we do.

We want to create nothing less than a nation of homebuilders… So we’ll give you 
the tools… the incentives… and the power to build. And in return, we will share 
the heavy responsibility for results; Not through targets or bureaucracy, but with a 
simple measure of success; building more homes together… The right homes in 
the right places. Affordable homes… family homes… well designed … and always 
green…  But vitally…
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We understand that building communities is about more than just bricks and 
mortar… It’s about what makes a house a home. People. Joyce Thomas is a 
homebuilder. She’s improving the lives of everyone on her estate.

All the mums and dads… grannies and grandpas who strive to raise a family; 
they’re homebuilders too.

After Labour’s catastrophic housing failure, the challenge for us today could not be 
clearer… As we transfer power from the Parliamentary Estate… to Your Estate... 
from the Westminster Village… to Your Village… from Downing Street… to Your 
Street… Together we will build the homes… the communities… and the future that 
this country needs. 

Together, we will become a nation of homebuilders.

Thank you.

“Grant Shapps’ fundamental commitment to taking forward reform of the 
Housing Revenue Account is something that those of us in the sector will 
particularly welcome.”

Richard Capie, Chartered Institute of Housing.

“The radically different proposals on housing delivery outlined by the 
Conservatives open up a fascinating debate. At the Home Builders Federation 
we are working closely with Grant and his team to establish how these 
proposals could be developed into a framework for practical planning that 
would enable the industry to meet his stated objective of increasing housing 
delivering to meet the country’s future need.”

Stewart Baseley, Executive Chairman, Home Builders Federation.

“HIPs will be history under Conservative – Hooray!”

Kirstie Allsopp. Presenter C4 Location, Location, Location.



SPEECH 3 

NIMBY to YIMBY

How the system created a generation of NIMBYS.

LOCATION: IPPR, London. DATE: 27 October 2009
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How Labour created a generation of NIMBYs with misguided top-

down policies and the progressive Conservative solution.

In my Party conference speech I said that I wanted the next Conservative 
government to help create “a Nation of Homebuilders”. But I want to start with a 
confession!

It turns out that I’m what this government calls a NIMBY. Understand, it’s not 
that I’ve actually objected to building in my own backyard. I haven’t. It’s just that 
in 2006 the government announced - quite out of the blue - that 10,000 houses 
would be built in my constituency.    

This sudden pronouncement came despite the fact that the future of our local 
hospital was in doubt. A&E, Maternity, Paediatrics, Elderly Care and All Operations 
were to be slated for closure.

Meanwhile just a mile away from the proposed housing development our already 
dilapidated Hatfield Town Centre continued to crumble. So ask yourself this… If 
you lived in my area… if you represented my area… where would you stand?

Laid back… welcoming the massive population growth whilst the local hospital is 
decimated… and the town centre disintegrates… Or marching with the No Way To 
10k campaign?

If in doubt, the splash on the front of the local Welwyn Hatfield Times would help 
focus your mind: “Battle is on to save our Green Belt” screamed the front page. No 
need to sit back and contemplate. 

We live in a representative democracy and people rightly demand action from 
their leaders. Moreover, anyone who wanted to continue to represent the authentic 
voice of local residents would instantly know where they stood. Within hours of the 
news I’d set up that No Way To 10k campaign… Tellingly, within days, every local 
political party had joined it.

Government Creates Nimbys

This government’s cack-handed approach had single-handedly turned a 
constituency consisting of two new towns, actually accustomed to and comfortable 
with growth – into a hostile environment for any would-be developer. And this is a 
story that I’ve seen repeated up and down the country.
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Government Creating Nimbys

Yet back in Whitehall, it’s easy to understand how frustrating this must seem for 
Ministers and Civil Servants. Local communities rising up against development. And 
now, more than ever, the Government under enormous pressure to find a solution.

Ordered to deliver 3m homes by 2020 – it’s just a race against time for this week’s 
hapless Housing Minister to make something… anything… happen… before the 
inevitable reshuffle.

So higher targets… louder diktats… a bigger stick and more legislation to create 
strange sounding Quangos designed to deliver on the Government’s housing 
targets… RSS’s… the HCA… RDA’s…  EEDA… SEDA… EERA… NERA

As the latest housing Minister pulls the levers of state, he or she pushes the people 
further away. And the harder those levers are pulled… the less they actually 
control… The Regional Spatial Strategy in the East of England has been challenged 
and halted in the High Court… 

The South East plan is under legal review and Ministers have indefinitely delayed 
the publication of the South West RSS to pre-empt similar legal challenges. This 
fiasco has left the planning system in limbo with councils and developers unable to 
make progress on their local plans. And all the while… the housing crisis deepens.

A new generation of NIMBYs is created as a direct response to the Government’s 
own misguided attempt to make something happen. 

The process itself creates a vicious circle… deadlock… stalemate.

There is a Better Way

So if the top-down approach is the problem, creating a nation of NIMBYs in its 
wake – then the solution should be obvious. Scrap targets… abolish regional 
quangos… and allow local communities the freedom to build again. And actually 
even this simple step would probably get more building done.

As we’ve discovered, the Regional Spatial Strategies bogged down by legal dispute 
are actually preventing homes from being built right now. And maybe, in a perfect 
world, it would be that simple - after all, everyone acknowledges we need more 
homes:

Social housing tenants languishing on housing waiting lists which have doubled  • 
 since Labour came to power – they know we need to build more homes.

Young people who can’t afford to buy, along with their parents who are so often  • 
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 the only lender in town - they know we need more homes.

From rough sleepers to councillors… civil servants to journalists and the  • 
 commentators, they all know we need build more homes.

So scrap the Regional Spatial Strategies and let local communities build… Yes it’s a 
start, but it’s no longer enough… 

This Government’s insistence on ignoring local people and removing their power 
means that, despite the housing shortage, Labour has helped foster a deep 
suspicion of house-builders and developers. 

So getting rid of the Whitehall targets and the regional nonsense is now only part of 
the solution…

It’s vital that communities actually get something back in return for seeing their 
area developed.

Incentives

And herein lies the problem…

At present the system may work against local communities financially. Extra homes 
require additional services and councils have to pick up the tab. 

Now of course, new Council Tax can be collected from each additional household, 
yet the mind-blowing complexity which is local government finance may mean that 
an area is actually worse off once the homes have been built.

So let’s see…

More people… a loss of space and amenity… oh, and you may pay more, just for 
the pleasure. And they wonder why people object! We want to end the inequity of 
this system…

So a future Conservative Government will match pound-for-pound the Council Tax 
revenue received on all new homes for a period of six years. And in order to help 
fix Labour’s affordable housing crisis, we will guarantee 125 pence for every pound 
received in Council Tax from new social homes… again in addition to the money 
already collected. And if you just take a moment to think about what this means in 
cash terms, you’ll see that it is a really big deal.

Those 10,000 homes in my area would mean match funding of something like 
£100m. Easily enough to convince my local population that development might 
bring some benefits:
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A regenerated town centre…• 

Lower Council Tax bills…• 

Support for post offices, local schools, the corner shop…• 

Local people seeing the benefits for themselves, and crucially, local politicians able 
to campaign for development, secure in the knowledge that it really could make the 
local area a better place to live.

What’s more, because we understand that you can’t have more homes without 
more local jobs… we’re proposing a similar incentive for new employment too. 
Our Business Increase Bonus will - for the first time - let any council which has a 
business rate growth above the national index, keep the difference for six years.
More homes… more people… but crucially, more jobs.

So, pointless Whitehall targets banished…. Regional bureaucracy and Quangos 
abolished… And real financial incentives for communities introduced…

It’s all good stuff, but I believe there’s something else that needs to urgently 
change?

Planning

The decrepit planning system. Development being done to an area rather than with 
local people.

You know I meet a lot of developers unable to understand how there could be any 
objection:

They say that they’ve played by the rules… • 

Ticked all the right boxes…• 

They’ve committed to generous agreements to fund social housing…• 

They’ve even been told their application looks ‘good to go’ by the Chief   • 
 Planner…

And yet when it comes in front of the Planning Committee, it’s thrown out by local 
councillors. So developers are frustrated. They tell me that these councillors have 
no right to be blocking their development.

But hold on a minute…

How have we allowed a situation to develop where the very people who are 
democratically elected to represent the community are accused of not doing their 
job when they – well… represent the concerns of their local community? We have 
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to get out of the mindset of believing that it’s wrong… or somehow inappropriate 
for councillors to stick up for their residents. But to get there, we need to ensure 
that there really is local benefit to be gained by seeing a development go ahead.

Change the Reality

But we won’t achieve this kind of progressive reform just by coming up with yet 
another Housing or Planning Bill.  We’ve had 10 of them in the past 12 years, and 
that approach hasn’t worked. Instead it needs to include root and branch reform of 
the relationship between development and resident.

I’ve already described how a future Conservative government would dramatically 
help that process by ensuring that for the local community, where there’s 
construction, there’s cash. And we’ve discussed how this could help councillors 
stand in favour of development, because the neighbourhood would genuinely 
benefit.

But that’s still not enough…

We’re going to need developers to step-up-to-the-plate and play their part too. 
And that means working on new approaches to engage with the community 
before an application is made. Explaining from the outset what’s actually in it for 
them. Finding out what the community really needs and helping to deliver it. Our 
approach as a government will be pro-development. 

We’ll enshrine this approach in the planning system thereby making the planning 
process quicker… more certain… and more transparent. But in return developers 
need to remember that when they have sold all the houses and moved on, life 
doesn’t stop there. They are leaving behind the homes and people that are the 
future of that neighbourhood.

So the emphasis won’t just be on building boxes for people to live in, they will 
instead need to engage and work with communities if they want to enhance their 
own bottom line. So Charrettes and Enquiry by Design will become the standard on 
larger projects.

These approaches involve local people truly shaping their neighbourhoods. But to 
make real progress the planning system itself needs to be much more honest about 
the impact of development.

At the moment there are a whole series of very real issues which cannot be 
considered as material under planning law. 

This is crazy.
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We’ve said that a future Conservative government will be open and transparent 
and I believe that the planning system must follow suit. It should no longer be 
acceptable to hide behind a bunch of technical objections, rather than discussing 
the real concerns of locals.

Where there is a genuine impact on the neighbourhood, this should be confronted 
head-on with the developer, local authority and residents.

Removing the Planning Committee Altogether 

But we want to go further… And so in certain situations we will remove the 
Planning Committee from the process altogether!

Take a rural area struggling with high house prices, driving young people out of the 
village. A lack of population threatens the village school… post offices … and GP 
surgeries. So our Local Housing Trusts will give communities the power to grant 
themselves permission to build.

The land will be locked in for village use forever, while the homes that are needed 
are built…
Affordable housing for local people…
Starter homes…
Sheltered housing…
And maybe low rent premises for the village shop.

Locals wresting control of their own destiny… Breaking free of the bureaucratic 
state and solving their own housing shortage. Our parishes and villages at the 
cutting edge of a new social revolution.

Conclusion

This year will see fewer homes built than at any time since the War. And yet 
Ministers remain wedded to a system which has consistently delivered failure.

Instead of recognising the need for change, the response has been to bolster the 
bureaucracy… turn up targets… and crack down on communities. It’s a situation 
that cannot continue…

Our reforms will turn the system on its head… From believing that communities 
represent the problem… to knowing that they are part of the solution…

From targets to incentives…
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From bureaucracy to democracy…

And from NIMBY to YIMBY.

Thank you.
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Polarised Tenures and Government failure

For many of us, moving home during our lives is necessary… 

maybe stressful… but usually quite straightforward…

Your employer announces that they are relocating the company…• 

Your elderly parent falls ill and needs long term support…• 

Your kids have their own children and need help with childcare…• 

All fairly common scenarios and if you are a private renter or a homeowner…. the 
answer is to move …but what if you’re in social housing? Actually your options are 
pretty limited…

For council house tenants it’s a visit to the housing office to discover that their swap 
scheme probably only involves a small number of alternative areas. Meanwhile 
Housing Association tenants may find things a little easier if the landlord happens 
to be a nationwide player. Yet exchanges will still be an internal matter.

The reality of such entrenched limitations means it may not even occur to tenants 
that moving is a possibility. It’s just not how social housing operates. And that’s a 
pity because the knock-on effect is that mobility is drastically reduced in the sector 
as a whole. 

And if the reason for wanting to move is any less extreme than job security or a 
family crisis… then the chances of contemplating such a move are slim to none. 
And get this… It means the average private renter is four times more likely to have 
moved in the past year compared with their social tenant counterpart. 

Why Mobility Matters

But does any of this really matter?

Actually… it matters a great deal… For one thing, it’s having a big impact on the 
record waiting lists across the country. But rather than talking statistics, let’s think 
about real people’s lives…

If you are a social tenant, you don’t have the same opportunities as other renters 
or home-owners. The system means that your aspirations are squeezed … your 
expectations lowered… and your horizons limited. 
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Automatically – if not intentionally - you are being treated like a second class 
citizen. So, ironically, social housing is actually polarising society, driving the haves’ 
and ‘have nots’ further apart.

Of course tenants, understandably, don’t want to give up the security of their home 
to take a chance and move around the country in pursuit of work. So in areas of 
economic decline where jobs – particularly in manufacturing – have disappeared, 
this lack of mobility has hastened the creation of sink estates with unemployment 
and deprivation all too prevalent. And it’s not just the individual families who are 
affected… we all lose.

This section of the workforce is too immobile… our economy ever more lop-sided… 
and our housing stock underutilised. For these reasons, it’s never been more 
important that we create opportunities for social tenants to move with security. 
And it’s clear that we are going to have to be bold…creative…innovative… to find 
solutions.

The Right to Move

Our Right to Move policy demonstrates that we are ready to challenge you guys - 
the industry - to match our ambition for tenants.…

I know some of you are concerned about the idea of allowing tenants the right to 
demand that you sell their home – in order that they can move elsewhere. You’re 
apprehensive about the workability of such a scheme and I understand. That’s 
why I’ve always made it clear that the Right To Move will start as a pilot scheme 
involving half a dozen willing partners… so that we can work through the detail 
together… learn the lessons… and refine the policy. But, in return I ask you to 
recognise the serious crisis caused by this fundamental lack of mobility… and join 
with us in finding progressive solutions. 

And that’s why I’m pleased to be able to announce today that your leaders from the 
social and affordable housing world have agreed to work with us to find new ways 
to inject housing mobility into the sector.

David Orr from the National Housing Federation• 

Councillor Gary Porter representing the LGA• 

Alistair McIntosh from the National Federation of ALMOs• 

Nic, Michael and Terry from the three national tenants’ organisations• 

With input from across the sector and country, I have tasked this industry forum – 
ably chaired by David Orr – to find yet more solutions to help unlock social housing.
I’m very grateful to them and look forward to their report.
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Harnessing the Power of the Internet

There is however one change that would take place under a Conservative 
government and I’m ready to announce it today. You know, the world has changed 
beyond our wildest dreams. Remember when communication used to be restricted 
and expensive?

Now it’s possible to have a conversation with a friend on the other side of the 
planet using Skype, at no cost and for as long as you like. Where information used 
to be slow to move around the globe… now it can be sent thousands of miles at the 
click of a mouse with both sides able to view and edit ideas in real-time.

With all these innovations the market has led the way –Amazon, Google, Twitter, 
eBay… In this world of internet connectivity, we are able to jump online and buy 
insurance using Compare The Market. 

And instantly we’ve done the job of the insurance broker by searching multiple 
databases and finding the most competitive quote. With another few clicks we’ve 
bought the insurance and saved 50 quid in the process… As the Meerkat might 
say. Simples!

Yet for some reason no-one has yet embraced the internet to inject mobility into 
social housing. My local authority who – by the way are an excellent social landlord 
– are nonetheless typical… They’ve just introduced a scheme which means that, for 
the first time, you can move from Welwyn Hatfield to… two other locations within 
Hertfordshire. 

Great. But we can and must do better than this.

When one of my constituents wants to move from Hertfordshire to Herefordshire… 
that should be possible too. Social housing mobility is still stuck in the 20th 
Century. Granted, there have been attempts to improve things in the past. Sir 
George Young and his MOVES programme… which was turned into the HOMES 
scheme, but then collapsed post ‘97.

Nowadays, with the notable exception of some good work done by budding online 
home-swap sites, social housing has still largely missed the online revolution. 
And as a result… 

Even for those lucky tenants who have moved within the last few years… a third 
went less than one mile from their old home… and just 1 in 10 moved further than 
10 miles. 
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Folks… The time has come to get cracking… So today I can announce that a 
future Conservative government will facilitate a nationwide affordable-house-swap 
programme. 

We will introduce an Open Database Connectivity platform to ensure that – for the 
first time ever – every family in social housing will have the chance to relocate by 
exchanging their home for another one - anywhere in the country.

Whilst the largest of the current online services includes 500 social landlords, I 
want to see a truly universal system.

By ensuring that home-swap information is provided in an Open Data format, 
entrepreneurial businesses will be able to create even more innovative housing-
exchange services. Perhaps they’ll text you when they find your ideal home-swap.

And rather than having to travel to see it you’ll immediately be able to take a virtual 
360 degree tour of your prospective new home.

Who knows what great ideas will spring up once we encourage real enterprise and 
innovation into the house-swap sector. The government’s job is not to build these 
systems from scratch, nor to construct rival websites to the commercial services 
already out there… instead it is to agree and facilitate a data format which can be 
used to create a nationwide affordable home-swap programme.

And that’s precisely what we will do.

Conclusion

The world is getting smaller… and it’s high time that social housing tenants 
enjoyed the benefits too… In future society will profit from a more flexible… more 
mobile population. And more importantly… thousands of families will see their lives 
improve and aspirations reached…

Working together we can transform those lives …

Working together we can truly unlock social housing.

Thank you.



“I am delighted to accept this invitation to chair the taskforce. It will be a 
serious opportunity to meet the aspirations of tenants who want to move. 
I expect the taskforce to examine a number of ideas to make it easier for 
tenants to move throughout the country.”

David Orr, Chief Executive of the National Housing Federation. 

“Grant Shapps is right to highlight the issue of mobility within the social 
rented sector and to attempt to increase it in a way that does not threaten 
tenants’ security of tenure. Bringing together experts from across the sector, 
including representatives of tenants and landlords alike, is an excellent step 
in ensuring this policy can deliver for tenants without causing unintended 
consequences.”

Jim Vine
Head of Programme (UK Housing Policy and Practice)
Building and Social Housing Foundation.
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Tackling today’s homes for a greener tomorrow

Next month world leaders will gather in Copenhagen to thrash out a 

deal to tackle climate change. And reaching agreement at this UN 

summit will be key to addressing one of the defining challenges of 

our Century.

But the hard work isn’t just setting those targets… It’s reaching them!

Each country will have to set their own priorities to reduce emissions… 

Investment in renewables…• 

Less burning of fossil fuels…• 

More recycling… • 

Emissions trading and carbon caps…• 

The list is more or less endless…• 

And here in the UK, we’ll need to look closer to home. That’s because an 
astonishing 27 per cent of all our carbon emissions actually come from the homes 
we all live in today. 

And armed with this killer CO² stat, Ministers have long since proclaimed their 
intention to slash the environmental footprint of all new homes. They’ve put in 
place ambitious targets to ensure that all modern homes built from 2016 are Zero 
Carbon.

And even though – three years after that announcement – the exact definition 
remains a bit of a mystery, we can and do all agree that the intention is good. 

Indeed the extraordinary work being done here at the Building Research 
Establishment provides us with a glimpse of a future sustainable world. So, 
problem solved then…?

Well not exactly.

You see the trouble is that up to 80% of the homes we’ll be living in halfway 
through this century are already here today. At current build rates it would 
take 1,000 years to replace all the existing stock. So while I welcome and 
enthusiastically endorse the concept of building all new homes at zero carbon…
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There remains a simple - and once again - inconvenient truth…

If we are to meet our nation’s carbon pledge – an 80% reduction in Co2 by 2050 – 
then we’d better start tackle our existing homes right now. There are 25 million of 
them… standing on every street… in every part of Britain. 

And despite the fact that greening-up these homes holds the key to meeting our 
legally binding carbon reduction targets – so far they’ve been largely ignored.

It’s as if Ministers have been so mesmerised by house building targets… Code Level 
6… Zero Carbon… 2016…and… That they’ve almost entirely forgotten about the 
homes which are already here to stay. So today I want to let you know precisely 
what a Conservative government will do, if we win next year’s election.

Our aim, simply, is to green up every existing home in Britain.

Green Deal

Time is against us, so a Conservative government will act decisively. As my 
colleague Greg Clark has described; every household in this country will be entitled 
to a package of energy improvements using an allowance of up to £6,500.  

Utilities companies… charities… social landlords will improve your home at no 
cost to you, recouping the money through the difference in energy bills. Healthy 
competition in retro-fits will create 70,000 new jobs and a £2.5bn marketplace.

Consumers save money.

And most importantly; 9.4 million tonnes of carbon emissions are avoided. So 
everyone gains by improving energy efficiency and lowering bills. As the Chief 
Executive of the UK Green Building Council, Paul King, said “The Green Deal is a 
big step in the right direction.” 

This type of scheme – which allows the work to be paid for from energy bill savings 
– is a no-brainer.

Going Further

Yet sadly, a great scheme doesn’t necessarily equate to great take-up. So today I 
want to go further and ensure that the opportunity is available to everyone. Now, 
imagine if you could walk into your favourite store, buy some clothes or do your 
weekly shop... And then at the checkout, as you hand over your Clubcard; the 
cashier offers you the prospect of permanently lower utility bills. There’s nothing to 
pay; now or even later.
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Your home will be retrofitted and all you’ll notice is that it costs you less to heat 
and power it. Now, unless you quite literally enjoy burning money, you’re gonna 
love the Green Deal.

Behind the scenes this retailer is working with the banking sector to fund the 
£6,500; resulting in home improvements like energy-efficient lighting… modern 
boilers… cavity and loft insulation. They make their money back through a 25 year 
investment.

But all you’ll see is lower bills… with zero upfront cost. That’s great news for 
anyone, but for someone in fuel poverty it could actually transform their lives. 

Well, under a Conservative government you won’t have to imagine this scheme, 
because the likes of Marks & Spencer and Tesco are already interested. And with a 
deal this good, more providers of all types will want to get in on the act.

So in future you’ll be able to pick-up your groceries and green-up your home – all at 
the same time.

Simple Steps

But living a greener life isn’t just about the physical changes you can make to your 
home. It’s about how you live in it too. Even without retrofitting our properties, 
there are plenty of things we can do to influence our energy consumption 
behaviour…

For example, last year I installed a small device which sits on the window sill in our 
kitchen and constantly reports how much electricity we’re using as a household. 

This particular energy monitor is called a Wattson and it expresses itself £’s 
Sterling. Switch everything off and worryingly we’re still spending about £700 per 
annum on powering our home. 

That’s just the fridge, the freezer, those TVs and chargers which all prefer to go 
on standby – rather than off. Now stick the kettle and toaster on for a cuppa 
and sandwich and what’s this… that clever little Wattson is telling me that our 
electricity bill could hit £7,000 this year!

Now fortunately that would only happen if we kept the kettle on and toast burning 
24/7 for the entire year. But I can tell you this… it really does make you think.
Now rather than filling the kettle to the top, we only boil the water we need.
Meanwhile, the kids spend their time hunting round the house searching out 
Nintendo DS’s which have long since reached their full charge but are still plugged 
into the mains. This information has really altered habits.
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For the first time we’re aware of the cost of leaving Televisions or Computer 
Monitors switched on or even on standby. But cutting power at source isn’t even 
a hassle… With another remote control gadget you can easily zap the power from 
a 13amp plug… meaning that you don’t even need to move from your favourite 
armchair when a Party Political Broadcast comes on.

Now, back in May the government followed our lead and set out plans to fit 
sophisticated smart-meters in every home by 2020; at a cost of some £7bn.  
We think Ministers need to be more ambitious and that we could achieve this 
smart-meter roll-out significantly faster. 

In the long-term this more complex equipment will also allow energy companies to 
read your meter remotely and better organise the national grid. 

But in the meantime and for as little as 25 quid households could already 
experience many of the benefits using a low-cost monitor which takes just seconds 
to install. Simple. Practical. And available to all.

EPCs

Now, as you’ll already know, I’m not a fan of Home Information Packs. They restrict 
housing supply and add to the costs of selling your home. HIPs will therefore be 
history under an incoming Conservative government. On the other hand, I am 
anxious to see Energy Performance Certificates not only survive, but thrive!

So liberated from the dead-weight of HIPs, the EPCs will be a stand alone 
document informing you about the energy credentials of your own home. 3.5m 
EPCs have been churned out so far, but sadly very few have been acted upon.

But rather than being just another piece of paper... another stretch of red-tape, I 
want the EPC to be a catalyst for an environmental revolution.

So today I want to tell you about some changes to the way that EPCs will operate 
under a Conservative Government. In future once an EPC is completed homeowners 
will automatically be provided with bespoke information about the changes that 
could be made to their home today in order to improve energy efficiency tomorrow.

Rather than leaving it there, you’ll also be informed about the immediate changes 
that can be made to your home using our Green Deal.

Or to put it another way. You’ll be offered an instant route to lower energy bills 
from day one, simply by ticking a box on your EPC to say yes, let’s do it! In the 
background the consumer Green Deal will kick in. 
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Using the EPC as a launch pad, a provider will gree- up your home and the only 
thing you’ll notice is reduced energy bills and a better EPC rating after the work is 
done. Zero cost to the homeowner and a huge saving for the planet.

Conclusion

Slashing the 27% of carbon currently emitted from our homes is a big ask. 

We’ll need to modify millions of properties. • 

We’ll need homeowners to have quick and easy access to the cost of their  • 
 energy usage. 

We’ll need to be smart about EPCs• 

And we need to act quickly.• 

The Green Deal enables a combination of the physical and the behavioural changes 
needed to make a big difference straight away. It removes barriers currently 
preventing a domestic green revolution. It gives us our best chance of meeting our 
obligations under the Climate Change Act.

As we head towards the Copenhagen summit the Conservative Party understands 
that the solution to the global challenge of climate change truly does begin at 
home.

“The Green Deal is a policy designed to tackle the problem householders face 
in not being able to finance the upfront cost of home energy efficiency and 
the UK-GBC is very supportive of it.”

John Alker – Head of Advocacy
UK Green Building Council

“NHBC is pleased to see the Shadow Minister’s bold thinking on green
housing. On new build homes in particular, his commitment to the Zero
Carbon Hub’s work to help deliver sustainable homes built to high standards
for consumers is really positive and welcome by the industry.”

Imtiaz Farookhi
Chief Executive, NHBC
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Introduction

Everyone knows that housing in Britain today is unaffordable for 

many. Whereas in 1997 a house might have cost three-and-half-

times your salary – today that same home would set you back 

seven times your income.

In the South West… the situation is even more desperate… House prices are 
typically 8 times the local average salary. And here in North Cornwall that figure 
rises to an eye-watering 11 and a half times average household income!1

So think about the Nurse and Police officer who together bring home an annual 
pay packet of around £50,000…  Sounds like a pretty healthy income for a young 
couple… Yet the average house price around here is getting on for a quarter of a 
million pounds! And our couple will need a deposit… oh, and money set aside for 
Stamp Duty too.

So before they can even negotiate a mortgage, they’ll need a cool 50 grand (a 
year’s joint salary) in spare cash - just tucked away. And if that sounds like an 
uphill struggle for our Nurse and Police Officer… then how about farm hands 
and factory workers… taxi-drivers and window-cleaners… electricians, plumbers, 
bricklayers and mechanics… all local people – who are absolutely unable to afford 
local homes. 

This exorbitant cost of housing is shutting out families; the building blocks of our 
communities… 

…and, as a result…

In the last eight years, dozens of village primary schools have closed…• 2

13 rural pubs a week are calling last orders for the final time.• 3

And thousands of shops… post offices… and GP Surgeries are disappearing  • 
 from our villages…

1 Average earnings Q3 from http://www.statistics.gov.uk/downloads/theme_labour/ASHE_2008/2008_
res_la.pdf, mean house prices from DCLG Live Table 581

2 Hansard, 4 March 2009, col. 1658W
3 Daily Telegraph, 21 February 2009
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There’s a real danger that our countryside will become the exclusive preserve of 
those old enough to have already bought a home or rich enough to have a second 
home.

Attitudes towards rural life

Of course, the fact that you’re here today probably means that you’re already 
clued up on this… And you won’t be surprised by a recent survey4 into rural 
communities… It paints a bleak picture of village life in 2009…

1 in 4 said that their village’s sense of community has diminished in the past  • 
 few years. 

And two-thirds believe the Government cares more about urban areas than it  • 
 does the countryside.

Why the crisis in affordability matters

Some argue that these things are simply down to the increasing transience of 
modern life… After all, few of us are born… grow up… and raise families in the 
same area… More people move for work or for social reasons… 

It’s true that the economy requires a flexible workforce and so perhaps we should 
have a relaxed attitude to the housing turmoil in our countryside?

I disagree.

And today, I promise to you that a Conservative Government will not stand-by and 
watch rural life falter and fade. 

We believe that people who grow-up in an area should have a chance to live  • 
 there too.

We believe that successful communities are built on opportunity for all in  • 
 housing, employment and a thriving local economy 

We believe that affordability of housing is the key to that opportunity.• 

And we know that the current approach just isn’t working. 

4 National Housing Federation survey, ‘Key Services Disappearing from Rural England’ (23 Nov 2009) 
http://www.housing.org.uk/Default.aspx?tabid=212&mid=828&ctl=Details&ArticleID=2574
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 House-Building

The Government says local people can’t be trusted – so national targets and  • 
 regional Quangos have been created to dictate your housing numbers.

They say rural communities are all Nimbys – so you’ll be told where and when  • 
 you can build.

They say Regional Spatial Strategies and Minister-knows-best is the only  • 
 way forward – so the last thing you’ll get is a say in the way that your own  
 community develops.

The government has got it back-to-front…

In that poll I mentioned earlier two-thirds of people in rural areas said that they 
would support the construction of new affordable homes. Far from being the source 
of the problem; local people can present the solution to today’s rural housing crisis.

And you know what…? There can be no finer example of locals really making it 
happen than in St Minver.

Community Land Trusts

Right here on your doorstep, there’s been a quiet and, rather understated, rural 
revolution taking place! You may have barely noticed it…

But mark my words; the St Minver Community Land Trust has achieved something 
which will have a truly nationwide impact! Rock is reputedly one of the least 
affordable places in the world to purchase a home. It’s virtually impossible for first 
time buyers to get a foot on the ladder.

But rather than give up, enterprising locals banded together to create new homes 
in a Community Land Trust. Community Land Trusts work because they can control 
future occupancy and affordability.

So the St Minver CLT has a covenant meaning these properties will be resold for 
less than a third of the average house price in Rock.

Rock’s influence on CLT law

I visited Rock two years ago and saw this fledgling project as a building site. I 
heard about all the hurdles that had been jumped to get the development started 
Chief among them –  financing the scheme.
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The lack of a legal definition for Community Land Trusts meant that lenders didn’t 
get it. 

So inspired by that visit, I returned to Westminster and managed to persuade the 
Government to legislate to recognise Community Land Trusts in Law. It’s a small 
step, but an important one. And today, St Minver can be proud to have a piece of 
legislation – created in its own image.

Local people… local enterprise… creating affordable rural housing.  A movement 
with strong foundations right here… And it’s great to be in St Minver this evening – 
to announce that if we win the election there will be a nationwide Community Land 
Trust revolution.

Your experience has demonstrated what can be done when visionary people work 
together to create something new. And I was delighted to come back to see the 
thriving new community that has been created today.

Self build 

But there’s something else about the Rock experience which is remarkable.

When I originally came to visit this Community Land Trust I knew that I’d be 
meeting a bunch of enthusiastic people who had real vision. I also knew that 
this was a self-build project, so assumed that they would be busy designing… 
planning… and perhaps project managing their new community.

But what I wasn’t expecting was to find was a group of people who were quite 
literally building their own new homes – brick by brick. At 5pm they’d knock off 
from their day jobs and clock-in for the evening shift at their building site. By 
pooling responsibilities and sharing their talents they were able to construct their 
new homes at an even more affordable rate.

Actually, as it turns out, taking responsibility for constructing your own home isn’t 
as unusual as you might think.

Although most self-builders won’t be personally mixing cement or laying 
foundations; they are a significant force in housing construction with an estimated 
15,000 self-built homes put up last year…

…outperforming many of the established volume housebuilders.

They’re not waiting for government subsidy or Whitehall targets… Regional Plans 
or faceless bureaucrats to give the okay… Instead these local people are doing it for 
themselves.
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And this self-build movement demonstrates how individuals can get together to 
build the future.

Inspired both by the people that I’ve met here in Cornwall and the wider self-build 
community, this evening I want to tell you how a Conservative government will 
back this dynamic new movement. We will encourage self-builders to create social 
enterprises who can more powerfully present their proposals to local government.

This Self-Build Network will share ideas and resources… work with leading experts 
like architects and financiers… and became a focal point for sharing knowledge and 
expertise. Now informed about the strength of self-build interest in their area - we’ll 
invite Local Authorities to consider Zoning land for self-build within their own Local 
Plans.

Taskforce

Last year I set up a Taskforce led by Community Land Trust expert Dr Karl Dayson 
from Salford University. His team from across the country are working to identify 
what would be needed to make these Land Trusts become commonplace:

It’s clear that one of the biggest stumbling blocks can be receiving planning 
permission to start a new community-led development. 

This is a problem in rural areas - in particular - where developments are typically 
small… can involve exception sites… and may lack interest from a distant town 
hall.

Local Housing Trusts

It was actually during a visit to the village of Essendon in my own Hertfordshire 
constituency that I had that “eureka” moment… Locals couldn’t understand why 
they were being prevented from knocking down a dozen asbestos ridden bungalows 
which had been decaying for decades.

Yet somehow the complex and bureaucratic planning system – and the remoteness 
of their cause  – had prevented the regeneration of the village with what could be 
affordable homes for locals.

In the meantime the local school manages with a half-form entry as those who 
have grown up in the village are forced to leave. Our progressive solution, Local 
Housing Trusts, will work along the same lines as Community Land Trusts but 
– for the first time  – the community will be able to grant themselves planning 
permission to build!
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As long as there’s overwhelming support in the local community, local people will 
be able to come together to construct the homes needed in their area…

Affordable homes for young families…

Sheltered accommodation for the elderly…

Even shops and local businesses.

In short, Local Housing Trusts will build on the successes of Community Land 
Trusts like the one here in St Minver but they’ll go much further.

Instead of a system that blocks a community’s wishes and prevents them building 
for its future, Local Housing Trusts will give villages all over the country the right… 
the power to go out and do it for themselves. They’ll take back power from regional 
quangos, giving it back to local people… They’ll give local people the authority to 
grant themselves planning permission… They’ll let villagers control exactly where, 
how and for whom new homes are built…

Local Housing Trusts will kickstart a rural revolution, allowing villagers across the 
country to become the masters of their own destiny.

Tonight, I have set out the ways that a Conservative Government will give you the 
power to take control of your area… to build its future.
 
As individuals… as a group of enthusiastic families… or as a community – we will 
set you free to create a rural housing revolution.



“In the three years he has held the brief, Grant Shapps has acquired a 
detailed knowledge of the housing sector and developed some refreshing 
ideas on how to re-incentivise local communities to support new housing.”

David Pretty, former Group Chief Executive of Barratt Developments PLC and 
co-author of the  Killian-Pretty Review

“We believe the Tory proposal for Local Housing Trusts could be an excellent 
way for ensuring the building of desperately needed affordable homes in rural 
areas.”

David Orr, Chief Executive of the National Housing Federation.



What the critics say

“I come from a different party, but I’ve come to the same 

conclusions. He’s truly grasped the questions of homelessness, 

community and ecology. If you’re serious about housing, you need 

to be serious about Grant Shapps.”    

Lembit Öpik 
LibDem Housing Spokesman 2007 - 2008

“I admire Grant’s energy and progressive policies.”

Rt Hon Sir George Young MP
Housing Minister 1990-1994

“I am surprised that Grant Shapps believes that Labour has 

created a generation of NIMBYs.”

Rt Hon Nick Raynsford MP
Labour Housing Minister 1999 - 2001

“Grant Shapps knows more about the nuts and bolts of housing 

policy than almost anyone else in Parliament. I find his views 

on greener housing and mobility for social housing tenants 

particularly interesting and challenging.”

Martin Cave
Author of the government review of the Regulation of Social Housing

“The radically different proposals on housing delivery outlined by 

the Conservatives open up a fascinating debate.”

Stewart Baseley
Executive Chairman, Home Builders Federation


